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FAMILY ASSESSMENT MEASURE - DYADIC RELATIONSHIP SCALE
File name: CEDAR_family_dyadic_scale_dad_on_ic.sav
CEDAR_family_dyadic_scale_ic_on_dad.sav
CEDAR_family_dyadic_scale_ic_on_mom.sav
CEDAR_family_dyadic_scale_ic_on_sib.sav
CEDAR_family_dyadic_scale_mom_on_ic.sav
CEDAR_family_dyadic_scale_sib_on_ic.sav
Done by: Father on Mother, Mother on Father, Father on Index Case, Index Case on Father,
Mother on Index Case, Index Case on Mother, Index Case on sibling, sibling on Index Case
Source: Skinner, H.A., Steinhauer, P.D., & Santa-Barbara, J. (1983). The Family Assessment Measure. Canadian
Journal of Community Mental Health, 2, 91-105.
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This section contains 42 statements about the relationship between yourself and other members of the
family. Consider your relationship with up to 4 other family members. Read the first statement and rate
this relationship with each family member you have named by:
1 = STRONGLY DISAGREE
2 = DISAGEE
3 = AGREE
4 = STRONGLY AGREE
Then, read the next statement and rate each family member named. Please continue in this way until all 42
statements have been rated for each family member
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SEX
Relationship to Index
1 = Father
2 = Husband
3 = Mother
4 =Wife

1= Male

2= Female

5 = Child
6 = Brother
7 = Sister
8 = Other

1. This person and I never see family problems the same way.
2. This person accepts what I expect of him/her in the family.
3. I know what this person means when he/she says something.
4. I can tell when this person is upset.
5. This person and I aren't close to each other.
6. This person is reasonable when I make a mistake.
7. This person and I have the same views about right and wrong.
8. This person can never accept my answer to a problem.
9. This person takes his/her share of family responsibilities.
10. This person takes what I say the wrong way.
11. When I'm upset, this person usually knows why.
12. When I'm upset, I know this person really cares.
13. Even when I admit I'm wrong, this person doesn't forgive me.
14. This person and I argue about how we spend our spare time.
15. When I have a problem, this person helps me solve it.
16. This person complains that I expect too much of him/her.
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If this person is angry with me, I hear about it from someone else.
This person lets me know how he/she feels about me.
This person still likes me even when I argue with him/her.
I never know how this person will react when I make a mistake.
This person is all wrong about the importance of religion.
When there's a problem between us, this person finds a new way of working it out.
This person often ruins things for me.
This person is available when I want to talk to him/her.
When this person gets angry with me, he/she stays upset for days.
This person gets too involved in my affairs.
This person gives me a chance to explain when I make a mistake.
This person is right about the importance of education.
When problems come up between us, this person is all talk an no action.
This person expects too much of me.
Even if this person disagrees, he/she still listens to my point of view.
This person takes it out on me when he/she has had a bad day.
This person really trusts me.
This person is always on my back.
There's a big difference between what this person expects of me and how he/she behaves.
I can count on this person to help me in a crisis.
This person and I have the same views about who should do what in our family.
I often don't know whether to believe what this person says.
When this person is upset, he/she tries to get me to take sides.
This person worries too much about me.
I don't need to remind this person to do his/her share.
This person is right about the importance of being successful.
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Subscales
Task Accomplishment
Role Performance
Communication
Affective Expression
Involvement
Control
Values & Norms
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